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Abstract
Recent research and development of millimeter-wave electronics and photonics have generated a significant
momentum for their potential mass applications. This leap forward is being propelled by the organic convergence of
multiple technologies and the scalable integration of multiple functions. This presentation begins with the overview
of the three most fundamental wireless functionalities, namely data, sensing and power. Basic features of millimeterwave technology as well as its historical and social issues are exposed. Technological roadmap is highlighted with
reference to various enabling and building technological elements, ranging from current and emerging compound
materials to evolving and beyond CMOS, and from developing substrate integrated circuits to future electromagnetic
techniques. The talk provides a brief tour of the state-of-the-art millimeter-wave devices, circuits, systems and
applications. Challenging issues and future directions such as the emerging wireless systems are discussed for
research and development. Potential problems and possible solutions are also presented.
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